
Wiring diagram for deleting the HK amp
retain Mini head unit

retain front speakers ONLY

Speaker resistance measured on my system, 2005 Mini Cooper R52 using a multimeter:
Front tweeter 3.2 Ohm
Front midrange 3.2 Ohm
Rear midrange 2.4 Ohm
Rear woofer 2.4 Ohm

A crossover designed for 2500 to 3000Hz at 4 Ohms will probably work �ne 
with the 3.2 Ohm speaker coils, double check resistance on speakers

No new wires to run.  Merely 2 crossovers to install.  Only makes use of the front speakers.  I’m not 
sure how much volume you will have but it “should” work.  A similar diagram could be drawn which 
uses the rear speakers ONLY and without a crossover.  The rear speakers would be wired in series as in 
the diagrams utilizing an ampli�er.  Using rear speakers only could be a bit �at.
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(believed to be correct but not tested by me, based on postings in this NAM thread.
I did use my new HU to power the front speakers in just such an arrangement but not the stock HU)


